
                                                                                                                            

 

                                                                                                     

 

Presents 

 

Directed by George Gallo, Francesco Cinquemani and Luca Giliberto   

With the Oscar® Winner Morgan Freeman 

And with Cole Hauser and Giuseppe Zeno 
 

IN THEATERS ON MAY 11TH 

THE TRAILER AND THE ITALIAN POSTER 

Trailer’s link https://bit.ly/3NdWCRi 

YT Trailer https://youtu.be/7RTZ0cOCCbM  

 

RS Productions in collaboration with Mirari Vos is pleased to announce the release in Italian 

theaters of MUTI on May 11th, an action thriller produced by Iervolino & Lady Bacardi 

Entertainment, co-directed by George Gallo, Francesco Cinquemani and Luca Giliberto and with 

the Oscar® Winner Morgan Freeman as an expert anthropologist involved in the investigation of a 

serial killer who kills according to an archaic African ritual. In the cast also Cole Hauser, Peter 

https://bit.ly/3NdWCRi
https://youtu.be/7RTZ0cOCCbM


                                                                                                                            

 

Stormare, Vernon Davis and the Italian Giuseppe Zeno. In fact, the film winds its way between 

different locations in Italy and the United States, with the streets of Rome juxtaposing themselves 

with Mississippi’s rural atmosphere. 

The title of the movie comes from the word of the same name which in Swahili means medicine but 

has also a darker meaning. The MUTI ritual is a form of human sacrifice popular among some African 

tribes, in which the killing is performed after body parts have been precisely removed while the 

victim is still alive, so that the cries can evoke the deities. These rites are macabrely celebrated and 

commissioned to shamans to achieve greater success, power, energy or luck.  

MUTI is not only an action thriller about the pursuit of a ruthless and fanatical serial killer, but it is 

also the story of two people who come together for a common purpose while carrying dark secrets 

inside themselves and never revealing who they really are. 

Synopsis: The movie follows Detective Boyd (Hauser), who, unable to process the death of his 

daughter, embarks on the hunt for a serial killer who murders according to a brutal tribal ritual: 

Muti. The only person who can help Boyd is Professor Mackles (Freeman), an anthropologist who 

hides an unspeakable secret. The line between sanity and madness thins as Boyd goes deeper into 

the killer’s world. 

MUTI by George Gallo, Francesco Cinquemani and Luca Giliberto will be in Italian theaters on May 

11th, distributed by RS Productions in collaboration with Mirari Vos. 

 

Poster and movie stills downloadable at the link: 

https://echogroup.drive.fastcloud.it/invitations?share=c4a82acffb21313525e7  

Trailer downloadable at the link: https://bit.ly/3NdWCRi  

YT Trailer https://youtu.be/7RTZ0cOCCbM  

 

Press Office: Stefania Collalto - collalto@echogroup.it 339 4279472; Lisa Menga - menga@echogroup.it; 347 5251051; 

Giulia Bertoni - bertoni@echogroup.it; 338 5286378 

Press Office ILBE: Eleonora Artese – eleonora.artese@cominandpartners.com 338 659 6511; Andrea Chirillo – 

andrea.chirillo@cominandpartners.com 347 923 3706 

About RS Productions SRL 

RS Productions, founded in Milan in 2019 by an entrepreneurial group with a broad experience in the media and publishing sectors, 

is a production and distribution company for audiovisual and cinema content. The Company, together with Portobello SpA, owns 

Web Magazine Makers, the licensee publishing company for Italy of the historical magazine Rolling Stone. RS Productions is constantly 

on the cutting edge of media and entertainment market, where technologic innovation and new trends are deeply changing the way 

contents are consumed. The Company therefore operates through studios equipped with the most advanced technologies in audio-

video production, enabling the development of innovative cross-media projects. 

About Iervolino and Lady Bacardi Entertainment 

Iervolino and Lady Bacardi Entertainment S.p.A. (ILBE) is a global production company, founded by Andrea Iervolino and Monika 

Bacardi and active in the production of cinematographic and television content including, mainly, films, TV-shows, animated web  

https://echogroup.drive.fastcloud.it/invitations?share=c4a82acffb21313525e7
https://bit.ly/3NdWCRi
https://youtu.be/7RTZ0cOCCbM


                                                                                                                            

 

 

series. The Company also operates through the subsidiaries Arte Video S.r.l., Red Carpet S.r.l., Iervolino & Lady Bacardi Studios d.o.o., 

Wepost S.r.l. and SoBe Sport S.r.l.. It has been listed on Euronext Growth Milan since 2019 – IT0005380602 – IE - and on Euronext 

Growth Paris – IT0005380602 – ALIE. In 2022, ILBE achieved consolidated revenues of €161 million, an EBIT of €21 million and a 

consolidated net result of €3.5 million; the backlog reached €173 million referring to the three years 2023-2025. 

www.ilbegroup.it/com 

 

 

 


